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Appendix 
PROCEDURE GENER (DELTA~,NuMBER); 
% 











% Input : 
generalised Genz & Malik family-of imbedded cubature 
formulae. 
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% DELTA2 : the square of the free parameter delta (see paper) 
% NUMBER : the number of generators lambda that must be computed 
% 
% output : 
% L : an array of length number (arrays are always global in REDUCE) 
% L(i) contains the square of the i-th generator 
% 
% Other procedures used are COEF, LAMDA and MU. 
% The procedure MU is the only that depends on the specific integral. 
% 
BEGIN SCALAR B,P,WL; 
ARRAY A(NUMBER),L(NUMBER); 
B := MU(2)**2; 
FOR P := 1:NUMBER DO 
BEGIN 
L(P) := LAMDA(B,DELTA2,P); 
COEF(L(P),P); 







% Purpose : Given the coefficients of a polynomial of degree N-l 
% in the variable X, in the global array A, 
% this procedure computes the coefficients of this 
% polynomial multiplied by (X-POINT) and puts the result 
% in the array A. 
% The polynomial has the form 
% N N-l N-2 




IF N = 1 THEN 
BEGIN 




A(N) := A(N-l)*POINT ; 
NM := N - 1 ; 
FOR I := 2:NM DO A(N+l-I) := A(N-I)*POINT + A(N+l-I) ; 
A(1) := A(1) + POINT 
END 
END ; 
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PROCEDWRE LAMDA(B,DELTA2,P) ; 
% 
% Purpose: This function returns the square of the p-th 
% generator by evaluating the recurrence relation. 
% 
BEGIN 
SCALAR P2,TT,S,PM,I,N ; 
P2 := 2"P ; 
TT := MU(P2+2) ; 
N := MU(P2) ; 
s := -1 ; 
PM := P - 1 ; 
FOR I := l:PM DO 
BEGIN 
TT := TT + S*MU(P2_2*1+2)*A(I) ; 
N := N + S*MU(P2-2*I)*A(I) ; 
s := -s 
END; 





% Purpose : This function returns I[X**I], the l-dimensional moments, 
% where the integral is normalised such that 
% I[11 = MU(O) = 1. 
% This example function is for E_(n)^tr^2) 
% 
BEGIN 
SCALAR X,MOM ; 
MOM := 1 ; 
x := (I-1)/2 ; 
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